ONSITE REGISTRATION
(Carr Hall 1st floor - Father Madden Hall)

CONFERENCE OPENING
(Carr Hall 1st floor, Father Madden Hall)

PLENARY TALK:
BARBARA CITKO
Seattle
How to agree to disagree?: Complementizer dis/agreement with coordinated subjects

PLENARY TALK:
MARC GREENBERG
Lawrence
Slavs as migrants: Mapping prehistoric language variation

PLENARY TALK:
ANDREA SIMS
Columbus
Inflectional systems and the dynamical organization of the lexicon
PHONETICS & PHONOLOGY
(Alumni Hall 400)

03:15
ELAN DRESHER
Toronto &
DANIEL HALL
St. Mary’s

Halle’s ‘Sound Patterns of
Russian’: The Road Not Taken

03:50
ALEXEI KOCHETOV
Toronto

An acoustic comparison of
Russian & English sibilant
fricatives

04:25
ROSEMARIE CONNOLLY
Bloomington

Minimalist approaches to Slavic
reflexives

05:00
MALGORZATA ĆAVAR
Bloomington

Ultrasound images of the
tongue root position in the
[i] – [ɨ] contrast in Polish

05:50
SILJE ALVESTAD
Oslo

The use of aspect in Slavic
infinitives and corresponding
da-constructions

06:25
MIRON ZALOZNIK
Bloomington

Accentual analysis of CSI
deverbatives: consonant stems

06:50
JOUKO LINDSTEDT
Helsinki

South Macedonian decomposed nasal
vowels are not an archaism, but an
early Balkanism

07:00
MAREK MAJER
Harvard

The remnants of the PIE Caland
system in Slavic

SYNTAX
(Carr Hall 1st Floor, FMH)

03:15
STEVEN FRANKS
Bloomington

Observations on the (not so left)
periphery in Slavic

03:50
JADRANKA GVOZDANOVIĆ
Heidelberg

Univerbation, prosody and
syntax in the history of
Slavic aspect

04:25
STEVEN FRANKS
Bloomington

On islands, wh-movement, NP-
movement, scrambling and the
problem of labels within a radical
minimalist approach (in Slavic and
other languages)

05:00
MAŁGORZATA ĆAVAR
Bloomington

Ultrasound images of the
tongue root position in the
[i] – [ɨ] contrast in Polish

05:50
SILJE ALVESTAD
Oslo

The use of aspect in Slavic
infinitives and corresponding
da-constructions

06:25
MIRON ZALOZNIK
Bloomington

Accentual analysis of CSI
deverbatives: consonant stems

06:50
JOUKO LINDSTEDT
Helsinki

South Macedonian decomposed nasal
vowels are not an archaism, but an
early Balkanism

07:00
MAREK MAJER
Harvard

The remnants of the PIE Caland
system in Slavic
ONSITE REGISTRATION
(Carr Hall 1st floor - Father Madden Hall)

09:00 - 09:30
ANNA MELNIKOVA
Stony Brook
Palatalization in Russian loanword phonology

PAOLMA JERETIC
New York
Case and aspect in sentence-initial depictives in Russian

JACEK WITKOŚ
Poznań
Accusative numeral subjects in Polish as (non)small nominals

ALAN TIMBERLAKE
Columbia, NY
Novgorod and the Hanse, trade and contact

ROBERT REYNOLDS
Tromso
Russian computerassisted language learning and artificial intelligence: automatic morphological analysis and disambiguation

09:30 - 10:05
NAOYA WATABE
Tokyo
Palatalization avoidance in Russian loanwords

DAIKI HORIGUCHI
Iwate
«Никаких пере- и недо-» или семантическая автономность префиксов пере- и недо- в русском языке

IRYNA OSADCHA
Toronto
Shifting through history: Lexical stress in East Slavic

09:00 - 09:30
JANE HACKING
Salt Lake City
Pedagogical practice and the acquisition of Russian stress: Does writing stress marks help?

ELIZABETH ELLIOTT
Evanston

09:30 - 10:05
PAULINA ŁĘSKA
Boone
Extraction of NP genitive complements out of relative clauses in Polish

IRINA BARCLAY
Houston
Новгородская винная и пивная книга текущих счетов и расходов 1612 года как лингвистический источник

09:30 - 10:05
KATE WHITE
Houston
Teaching Russian vocabulary: a study on learning context and proficiency level

10:05 - 10:40
JOANNA CHOCIEJ
Toronto
Exceptionality and conspiracy in Polish vowel-zero alternations

DAIMAR ĆAVAR
Bloomington
On split islands

IRINA BARCLAY
Boone
Новгородская винная и пивная книга текущих счетов и расходов 1612 года как лингвистический источник

10:05 - 10:40
ROBERT REYNOLDS
Tromso
Russian computerassisted language learning and artificial intelligence: automatic morphological analysis and disambiguation

11:15 - 12:00
JANE HACKING
Salt Lake City
Pedagogical practice and the acquisition of Russian stress: Does writing stress marks help?

ELIZABETH ELLIOTT
Evanston

11:15 - 12:00
KATE WHITE
Houston
Teaching Russian vocabulary: a study on learning context and proficiency level
PHIL HOWSON
Toronto
A preliminary ultrasound analysis of liquids in Upper Sorbian

IGOR DREER
Beer Sheba
Small but precious: on the diachronic rethinking of the meanings of short and long forms of adjectives in Russian

CARA MUISE
Montreal
Visibility and vulnerability: supporting LGBTQI students in Study Abroad

LUNCH BREAK

VARVARA MAGOMEDOVA
Stony Brook
Competition analysis of nonallomorphic diminutive suffixes in modern Russia

TOBIAS SCHEER & MARKÉTA ZIKOVÁ
Nice & Brno
Well-formed branching onsets in Modern and Old Czech

KEITH LANGSTON
Atlanta
A corpus-based study of Croatian standard accentuation

ANTON ZIMMERLING
Moscow
The nominal object parameter and dative subjects in Russian

MORPHOLOGY
(ALUMNI HALL 400)

CONTACT AND COMPARATIVE LINGUISTICS
(CARR HALL 403)

CORPUS LINGUISTICS
(CARR HALL 404)

SYNTAX
(CARR HALL 405)

PANEL:
PARAMETRIC GRAMMAR
(CARR HALL 406)

PHIL HOWSON
Toronto
A preliminary ultrasound analysis of liquids in Upper Sorbian

IGOR DREER
Beer Sheba
Small but precious: on the diachronic rethinking of the meanings of short and long forms of adjectives in Russian

CARA MUISE
Montreal
Visibility and vulnerability: supporting LGBTQI students in Study Abroad

LUNCH BREAK

VARVARA MAGOMEDOVA
Stony Brook
Competition analysis of nonallomorphic diminutive suffixes in modern Russia

TOBIAS SCHEER & MARKÉTA ZIKOVÁ
Nice & Brno
Well-formed branching onsets in Modern and Old Czech

KEITH LANGSTON
Atlanta
A corpus-based study of Croatian standard accentuation

ANTON ZIMMERLING
Moscow
The nominal object parameter and dative subjects in Russian
On the properties of Serbo-Croatian deverbal nouns

ELENA KULINICH, PHAEDRA ROYLE & DANIEL VALOIS
Montreal

Recovery from morphological overregularizations in Russian child speech

IRENE CHACHANIDZE
Kutaisi

Vocabulary borrowing from Georgian into Russian

PIA ŠLOGAR
Gdańsk

Innovative word formation processes in the Kashubian spoken language

SYLVIA LISELING-NILSSON
Leuven

The Dutch verb ‘zeggen’ in indirect speech translated into Polish and Russian

JEFF PARKER
Provo

Processing the inflectional complexity of Russian nouns: features, information and frequency

PIA ŠLOGAR
Gdańsk

Innovative word formation processes in the Kashubian spoken language

JEFF PARKER
Provo

Processing the inflectional complexity of Russian nouns: features, information and frequency

MORPHOLOGY (ALUMNI HALL 400)

CONTACT AND COMPARATIVE LINGUISTICS (CARR HALL 403)

CORPUS LINGUISTICS (CARR HALL 404)

SEMANTICS (CARR HALL 405)

SYNTAX (CARR HALL 406)

COFFEE BREAK

02:25
PIA ŠLOGAR
Gdańsk

Innovative word formation processes in the Kashubian spoken language

02:55
IRENE CHACHANIDZE
Kutaisi

Vocabulary borrowing from Georgian into Russian

03:15
ANJA ŠARIĆ
Frankfurt

On the properties of Serbo-Croatian deverbal nouns

03:50
SYLVIA LISELING-NILSSON
Leuven

The Dutch verb ‘zeggen’ in indirect speech translated into Polish and Russian

03:50
IRENE CHACHANIDZE
Kutaisi

Vocabulary borrowing from Georgian into Russian

04:25
JEFF PARKER
Provo

Processing the inflectional complexity of Russian nouns: features, information and frequency

02:55
ANJA ŠARIĆ
Frankfurt

On the properties of Serbo-Croatian deverbal nouns

03:15
SYLVIA LISELING-NILSSON
Leuven

The Dutch verb ‘zeggen’ in indirect speech translated into Polish and Russian

03:50
ELENA KULINICH, PHAEDRA ROYLE & DANIEL VALOIS
Montreal

Recovery from morphological overregularizations in Russian child speech

03:50
IVANA KLINČIĆ & VLADIMIRA REZO
Zagreb

Linguistic terminology development in Croatian by the end of the 18th century

04:25
IRENA MIKELIAN
Penn State & ANNA ZALIZNIK
Moscow

On some crucial issues of Russian aspectology/ Ключевые вопросы русской аспектологии: варианты ответов

04:25
ELENA PETROSKA
Skopje / Billings

The co-called DA-constructions in Macedonian (and the modal MORA)

04:25
ILIYANA KRAPOVA
Venice

Goals, beneficiaries and the double object construction in Bulgarian
NEREA MADARIAGA & IVAN IGARTUA  
Vitoria-Gasteiz
The interplay between animacy and gender in Russian morphosyntax: paucal constructions in direct object function

NADEZJDA ZORIKHINA NILSSON  
Stockholm
Сложноподчиненные предложения с союзами контактного предшествования в современном русском языке

MAŁGORZATA SZAJBEL-KECK  
Frankfurt
When do secondary predicates not agree?
A Polish case study

SLS BUSINESS MEETING  
(Alumni Hall 400)

HERITAGE LANGUAGES  
(CARR HALL 403)

MARINA SHERKINA-LIEBER  
Carleton
Acquisition of Russian embedded yes-no questions by monolinguals and heritage speakers

PRAGMATICS  
(CARR HALL 404)

ANASTASIA MARTINKOVA  
Brno
Анализ лингвосоциокультурного функционирования интернационального префиксоя анти- в российском коммуникативном пространстве

LANGUAGE IN MEDIA  
(CARR HALL 405)

DEJAN IVKOVIC  
York - Toronto
Writing Serbian on the Internet: What computation can tell us about alphabet presence and orthographic variability

PANEL: DISCOURSE AND IDENTITY  
(ALUMNI HAL 400)

INTRODUCTION
LILIA SCHÜRCKS  
Potsdam

DEJAN IVKOVIC  
York - Toronto
Writing Serbian on the Internet: What computation can tell us about alphabet presence and orthographic variability

Discussant: Joseph Schallert
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>09:50</td>
<td>Paulina Lyskawa, Valeriya Mordvinova &amp; Naomi Nagy</td>
<td>Columbus</td>
<td>The importance of input: A case study of heritage speakers' parents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:25</td>
<td>Katya Rouzina</td>
<td>Columbus</td>
<td>Case Marking Variation in heritage Slavic Languages in Toronto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:25</td>
<td>Elena Shmeleva</td>
<td>Moscow</td>
<td>Does inflection have the power to breach the information quality of news reporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:25</td>
<td>Božena Bednářková</td>
<td>Olomouc</td>
<td>Words of the year in Slavic countries: A record of key words, or of neologisms?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:25</td>
<td>Motoki Nomachi</td>
<td>Hokkaido</td>
<td>I am a Bulgarian, but I am not THAT Bulgarian: language and identity among Banat Bulgarians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>Catherine Rudin &amp; Ali Eminov</td>
<td>Wayne</td>
<td>Bulgarian Turkish Language choices: A Facebook-based Case Study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>Günther Schairschmidt</td>
<td>Victoria</td>
<td>The language(s) of the Dukhobors in Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:35</td>
<td>Naylya Fedoro &amp; Nailya Fattaxova</td>
<td>Kazan</td>
<td>Русская народная примета: семантика и синтаксис</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:35</td>
<td>Krzysztof Borowski</td>
<td>Lawrence</td>
<td>Kashubian and Polish Identities in Online Discourse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td>Bojan Belic</td>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>Tales from the Trails of Two Campaigns: Cultivating and Caring for the Serbian Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Discussant: Joseph Schallert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Discussant: Peter Kosta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Discussant: Peter Kosta</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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